Read the clues below and fill in the spaces of the crossword.
Look back through the story and use the word bank if you get stuck!

ACROSS
1. May I get you a glass of ______?
6. I can’t sleep alone without Mr. ______!
9. Anything to help a ______
11. My assignment today is to clearly define the word ‘________’.
12. Results: “Normal” is ______ to define.
13. Animals do not sleep in bunk ______

DOWN
4. Norman’s friends in their ______ habitat.
2. Pardon that brief ______.
3. ______ with dual-rocket jet packs!
5. Everyone likes being his or her normal ______.
7. Allow me to introduce ______.
8. Normal animals don’t speak ______!
10. Animals do not ______ dune buggies!

WORD BANK
Pal  Impossible  Self  Natural  Beds  Scruffles  Interruption
Fly  Water  Norman  English  Normal  Drive
AMAZING MAZE!  Can you help Norman find his jungle friends?
WORD SEARCH!  Search the grid horizontally, vertically, and diagonally to find the hidden words. (Letters may be used more than once.)

WORD LIST

ANIMAL  EXPERIMENT  BANANA  NORMAN
LAB  BUDDY  PIZZA  PRESENTATION
SCIENTIST  NARRATOR  JUNGLE  ANTEATER
FRIENDS  ORDINARY  ORANGUTAN
SPOT THE DIFFERENCES!

These two pictures are ALMOST alike… but not quite!
Can you spot the 8 differences and circle them?
COLORING ACTIVITY!  Color Normal Norman and his dune buggy!
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